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Abstract�

We present a new class of preconditioners based on an unsymmetric multifrontal incomplete LU
factorization algorithm� In this algorithm entire update rows and columns of the frontal matrices
are dropped based on a level drop strategy� We discuss some of the successes and di�culties
inherent in applying this drop strategy� In general� we found the memory usage of this incomplete
multifrontal factorization algorithm to be smaller than its complete multifrontal counterpart� We
present numerical results to show the quality of the factors when used as preconditioners with the
conjugate gradient squared iterative method�

�� Introduction�One of the eective techniques used to accelerate the
convergence rate of an iterative method when solving a system of linear equations
is the application of a preconditioner to the system� The main aim in applying a
preconditioner� M � is to transform the original linear system of equations� Ax � b�
into the new system� M��Ax �M��b� on which the iterative method has a faster
convergence rate� Of course� not every preconditioner will produce a faster converging
transformed system� The iterative method typically has a faster convergence rate
on the transformed system� M��Ax �M��b� if the eigenvalue spectrum of the
preconditioned coe�cient matrix�M��A� is more densely clustered than the original
coe�cient matrix A �����

Much research has been done on the eectiveness of the preconditioners
constructed using the incomplete LU or Cholesky factorization approach ��� 	� ��
��� �	� ��� �
� ���� The focus in constructing eective preconditioners based on the
incomplete factorization approach has been to determine the best �or most useful�
set of elements to drop �or to keep� as the factorization algorithm progresses� Several
dropping heuristics have been developed� each with the goal of selecting the maximum
set of entries to discard in order to produce the most accurate preconditioner� These
heuristics include dropping by value� dropping by position� dropping based on storage
constraints� or some hybrid form of the previous three strategies�

In this paper we discuss a new class of preconditioners based on the incomplete
LU factorization of general unsymmetric matrices ���� Our incomplete factorization
algorithm is derived from the unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal algorithm of Davis
and Du ��� ��� The dropping strategy based on �ll levels� The basic idea is to
associate a �ll level with each entry in the coe�cient matrix and a prescribed way
of updating those �ll levels as the incomplete factorization progresses� Entire rows
and columns of entries in the contribution blocks with levels greater than the level
tolerance are dropped at each step of the factorization�
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In Section �� we begin with a general description of the level dropping heuristic
used in this paper� Section 	 gives a step by step discussion of the unsymmetric�
pattern multifrontal �complete� LU factorization algorithm� For more details on the
unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal algorithm we refer the reader to ��� ��� In Section �
we develop the unsymmetric multifrontal incomplete algorithm� This is followed in
Section � by the results and discussion of our numerical experiments� Here we focus on
the quality of the incomplete factors used as preconditioners in the conjugate gradient
squared iterative method� Section 
 contains our concluding remarks�

�� The level dropping heuristic� Every dropping heuristic is based on the idea
that a measure of importance �as far as the quality of the preconditioner constructed
is concerned� can be assigned to the entries of the LU factors� Thus� in the drop�
by�value heuristic� entries smaller than the drop tolerance value are considered to
be of lesser importance than those entries greater than the dropping tolerance value�
Similarly� entries in certain locations are the preferred entries in the drop by location
scheme� In the �ll level dropping heuristic we use� the measure of the importance of
an entry aij in the LU factors is based on which other entries are used to numerically
update aij as the factorization progresses� That is� an entry is assigned an initial
�ll level �or level� and this �ll level is updated each time the entry is numerically
updated� Entries with lower �ll levels are considered more important than those with
higher �ll levels� The original nonzero entries are initially assigned the lowest �ll level
possible �zero�� while original zero entries are initially assigned the highest �ll level
possible� The �ll level of the original entries remain at zero throughout the incomplete
factorization� For the original zero entries the procedure to modify the �ll levels are
as follows� Recall that in the Gaussian elimination process� the eventual numerical
value of an entry is due to updates done at each step of the elimination� The eventual
�ll level of an original zero entry is therefore due to the �ll levels of all the update
terms applied to that original zero entry� This eventual �ll level is de�ned to be the
minimum of all the �ll levels of the update terms that contribute to the numerical
value of the original zero entry� If an update term is created by two entries with �ll
levels f� and f�� we de�ne the �ll level of that update term to be max�f�� f�� � ��

In general we have the following formula to compute the �ll levels� Let fkij be
the level of the entry at position �i� j� at step k of the ILU factorization� Then the
updates to fkij that accompany the numerical updates is given by�

f
�k���
ij � min�f

�k�
ij �maxk�f

�k�
ik � f

�k�
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f
���
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�
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The �ll levels of the original entries remain zero throughout the factorization� The �ll
levels of the original zero entries� however� are initially set to a high value and� by the
min function these �ll levels can decrease as the factorization progresses� Note that in
the multifrontal approach the �ll level updates� like their numerical counterparts� are
applied piecemeal� The eventual �ll level of an original zero entry therefore remains
undetermined until the entry enters a pivot row or pivot column �or �in�nite� if it
never becomes nonzero�� As an example� if a �ll�in entry currently has a �ll�level of
�� and it is �numerically� updated by entries with �ll levels 
 and 	� its �ll level after
the update will be

min����max�
� 	� � �� � ��



	

�� initializations
while �factoring A� do

�a� do global pivot search for seed pivot
�b form frontal matrix F

while �pivots found within F� do
�a� assemble prior contribution blocks and original rows into F
�b� compute the degrees of rows and columns in C �contribution block of F�
�c� numerically update part of C �levels � � 	 BLAS�
�d do local pivot search within C

endwhile
	a� complete update of C using level 	 BLAS
	b� save C� LU factors� and quotient graph information

endwhile

Fig� ���� Outline of the unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal �complete� algorithm

The �ll level of this �ll�in entry can eventually go all the way down to �� but never
higher than ��

	� The unsymmetric multifrontal �complete� LU algorithm�Our
unsymmetric multifrontal incomplete LU factorization algorithm is derived from the
unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal factorization algorithm of Davis and Du �Harwell�
Boeing subroutine MA	� or UMFPACK Version ���� ��� ��� Some of the main features
of the Davis�Du algorithm are summarized below�

First� this algorithm has no separate analyze and factorize phases� Pivot selection
and elimination are both done in a single pass since it is assumed from the outset
that pivoting for numerical stability is necessary� Second� the frontal matrices are
unsymmetric and rectangular rather than square� Third� because the frontal matrices
are unsymmetric� some contribution blocks must be assembled into more than one
subsequent frontal matrices� The dependencies among the frontal matrices are�
therefore� given by a directed acyclic graph �assembly dag�� Fourth� advantage is
taken of repeated structures in the matrix by factorizing more than one pivot in
each frontal matrix� relaxed amalgamation� This relaxed amalgamation allows the
use of dense matrix kernels in the innermost loops �level 	 BLAS ������ Fifth� pivot
selection and degree update are based on an unsymmetric analogue of the �symmetric�
approximate minimum degree ordering algorithm ���� Finally� aggressive assembly is
done� as many rows and columns of entries as possible from the original matrix and
unassembled contribution blocks are assembled into the current frontal matrix� An
outline of the algorithm is shown in Figure 	���

	��� Step �a� selecting a seed pivot� The creation of a new front begins with
the selection of a pivot via a global pivot search� Each global �seed� pivot is chosen
from the entries of the remaining active submatrix� This choice of seed pivot is based
on two criteria� �ll�in control and numerical stability� To help in selecting a pivot
with low �ll�in� the upper bound degrees of the remaining rows and columns in the
active submatrix are maintained �see ��� for a discussion of how these upper bound
degrees are e�ciently computed�� Let dx and dx be the true and approximate degree
of the row or column x� respectively� where dx � dx� The search for the seed pivot is
focused on a small set of columns �typically �� with the smallest upper bound degrees�
From this set of columns� the seed pivot arc� is selected such that the approximate
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Markowitz cost� �dc � ���dr � ��� is a minimum� and jarcj � u maxijaicj� � � u � �
�with u typically set to �����

	��� Step �b� allocating memory for the current front� After a seed pivot
arc is found� memory of size s � t is allocated for the current frontal matrix F in
step �b� The values of s and t are determined by a growth�factor parameter g with
s � gdr and t � gdc� The growth�factor essentially controls the size to which a given
frontal matrix is allowed to grow beyond the seed pivot frontal matrix size� Allowing
the frontal matrix to extend beyond its initial size is the technique used to factorize
several pivots within a given front� The eect of making g larger is to allow fewer�
larger fronts to be created during the course of the algorithm� The level � and level 	
BLAS give much better performance on these larger fronts� increasing the mega�op
performance of the algorithm� But� as a front grows� more �ll�ins are likely to occur�
resulting in an increase in both storage and CPU time� Some care is thus needed in
setting the value of g to obtain low storage and low factorization time simultaneously�
The actual layout of the s � t work array is shown in Figure 	���

	�	� Step �a� assembly and memory usage� Once the global seed pivot
is chosen and the work array is setup for the frontal matrix� steps �a��d are done
repeatedly until the current front cannot be further extended � because of a numerical
pivot failure� work array constraints or the contribution block is empty� In step
�a� entries from the original matrix A and prior unassembled contribution blocks are
assembled� Aggressive assembly is done in this step in the sense that all possible row or
column of entries that can be assembled into the frontal matrix are actually assembled�
This allows the memory allocated for these assembled entries to be deallocated� and
thus� provides a very important way of reducing the amount of memory used�

	�
� Step �b� degree update� The approximate degree update of the rows
and columns in the current contribution block is done here in preparation for the local
pivot search in step �d� Finding a tight upper bound for the degrees of the rows and
columns in the contribution matrix involves the use of an e�cient scheme described
in ���� As shown in ���� the tight upper bounds on the degrees usually result in low
�ll�in�
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	��� Step �c� numerical update using the level 	 BLAS� Forming the
Schur complement to update the contribution block is done in step �c� Rather than
doing the pivot update on each pass of the algorithm� however� the updates are
postponed until �enough� pivots have been factorized to allow for the eective use of
level 	 BLAS �usually around �
 on the CRAY�YMP��

	��� Step �d� the local search to extend the current frontal matrix�
The local pivot search done in step �d is based on the same partial pivoting idea
used for the global pivot search� Here� the local pivot selected is the entry in the
current contribution matrix having minimal approximateMarkowitz cost among those
entries that are numerically acceptable� The algorithm breaks out of the second while
loop when the current front can no longer be extended� This can occur for any of
the following reasons� Perhaps no numerically acceptable pivot is found within the
contribution block� Or� perhaps� a pivot a

�

rc is found� but the length of the column or
row is too long� i�e�� dc � s or dr � t� Moving the computed LU factors �the light�
grey shaded areas in Figure 	��� out of the front to permanent storage can free�up
enough memory to allow the extension to proceed if s�k � dc � s and t�k � dr � t�
where k is the number of pivots currently held in the front� Finally� maybe the front
cannot be extended because the size of the contribution matrix has been reduced to
zero�

	�� Step 	� closing o� processing on the current front� An unsuccessful
pivot search signals the end of factorization using the current front� the �nal processing
on the current front and preparation for subsequent fronts are done in steps 	a and 	b�
In these two steps� the update of the current contribution block C is completed� C is
then put onto a heap for later assembly� the LU factors computed within the current
frontal matrix are stored� and� �nally� information on the row and column structure
of C are saved to allow the easy assembly of C into subsequent frontal matrices �the
quotient graph information �����

	���� Data structures� The real memory used by the unsymmetric�pattern
multifrontal algorithm is partitioned as shown in Figure 	�	� �This memory layout is
actually for an early version of the algorithm embodied in MA	��UMFPACK����� A
similar layout is used for the integer memory used by the algorithm� The memory
layout of the frontal matrix working array is illustrated in Figure 	��� The memory
is partitioned into �ve sections� contribution matrix� pivot block� pivot row block�
pivot column block� and an unused area into which the other four blocks can grow
as indicated by the arrows� This data structure allows both the contribution matrix
area and the LU factors areas to grow and shrink easily within the frontal working
array� Davis �rst presented this arrangement in �
� ���


� The unsymmetric multifrontal incomplete LU algorithm� The steps
involved in the unsymmetric multifrontal incomplete L algorithm are very similar
to those discussed in Section 	 for the the unsymmetric multifrontal �complete� LU






�� initializations
set level tolerance
while �computing the ILU factors of A�

�a� do global pivot search for seed pivot arc
�b� compute and partition level sets of r and c
�c� form reduced frontal matrix F

while �pivots found within F� do
�a� assemble prior contribution blocks and original rows into F
�b� compute degrees of rows and cols in C �the contribution block of F�
�c� numerically update part of C
�d� do local pivot search within C� pivot ar�

c
�

�e� compute and partition level sets of r
�

and c
�

endwhile
	a� complete update of C
	b� save C� LU factors� quotient graph information� and level sets

endwhile

Fig� ���� The unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal incomplete LU algorithm

algorithm� We had three basic considerations in mind when tailoring the complete
factorization algorithm to do an incomplete LU �ILU� factorization� First and
foremost� the ILU algorithm should use less memory than the complete factorization
algorithm uses on a given matrix� This is vital if constructing the ILU factors is
to be feasible for larger problems than the complete algorithm would have storage
for� Second� the number of �ll�ins should be signi�cantly reduced in the ILU factors
�after all� this is the primary reason for constructing the incomplete factors in the �rst
place�� The amount of �ll�in aects not only the storage and CPU construction costs
of the ILU preconditioner� but also the cost per iteration of using the preconditioner�
Finally� we wanted to maintain the use of the dense matrix kernels in the innermost
loops� the level � and level 	 BLAS primitives� The eective use of these primitives
is of great importance in keeping the CPU time low in the full factorization� and
we hoped to carry this over to the ILU algorithm� But� as we shall see� we had to
settle for less than optimal use of the BLAS in the interest of keeping memory usage
relatively low� An outline of the ILU algorithm is shown in Figure ����

As in the complete algorithm� the incomplete algorithm is structured around the
use of a global phase and a local phase� We must now� however� consider the eects of
the level drop strategy on the pivot search� the assembly process� the degree update�
the memory usage� and the e�ciency of the BLAS primitives� We proceed as we did
for the complete algorithm� by giving a step�by�step explanation of the incomplete
algorithm� pointing out� as we go along� the main dierences between the incomplete
and complete algorithms�


��� Step �a� selecting the seed pivot� The global pivot search step is similar
to the global pivot search in the complete LU factorization� except now its is even less
certain that the seed pivot satis�es the local �ll�reducing criterion� The di�culty of
enforcing the local �ll�reducing criterion arises from the fact the approximate degrees
on which the pivot search is based do not take into account the dropping of rows and
columns in the contribution matrix due to the level tolerance criterion� Figure ���
shows the general partitioning of a row or column based on the level tolerance� This
partitioning scheme naturally gives rise to the partitioning of the frontal matrix shown
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in Figure ��	� Clearly� one eect of the level tolerance partitioning is to reduce the
size of the contribution matrix and� thus� the potential for �ll�in� For example� a
pivot column� c�� of approximate degree say ��� may be favored over a column� c��
with approximate degree 	�� on which to do a pivot search� The problem is that of
the 	� entries in column c�� �� may have levels above the level tolerance� while only �
entries in c� may have levels above the level tolerance� Assuming that the minimum
degree row is of the same length� m� in both c� and c�� this argument implies that c��
with a reduced contribution block size of ��m� is actually a better choice than c� with
a reduced contribution block size of ��m� as far as the local �ll�reducing criterion is
concerned� Figure ��� highlights this problem� Sub�gures A andB show the situation
in a full factorization� while sub�gures C andD show how it is in the incomplete case�
Notice that in the complete factorization� p� would be a better choice than p�� but
the reverse is true in the incomplete case�

Computing the level sets of all columns and rows when doing a global �or local�
pivot search is� of course� too expensive� We attempt to reduce this eect by
computing the level sets of the four or so columns with the smallest approximate
degrees and rate them according their �reduced� degrees� by �reduced� degree we
mean the number of entries in the column with levels less than the level tolerance
�the unshaded part in Figure �����


��� Step �b� computing the row and column level sets� In steps �b and
�e the levels of the entries in the pivot row and column is computed� The pivot
row�column is then partitioned as per Figure ����We discussed in Section � how the
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�ll level of an entry is computed� The �ll level updates to an entry remain implicit

�not actually done� until the pivot row or column to which the entry belongs become
pivotal� Explicitly updating the �ll level as each numerical update is done would
require storage for �ll levels of all entries in the current contribution block and all
unassembled contribution blocks� Let Cr and Cc be the number of rows and columns
in the contribution matrix C� respectively� The storage involved to keep track of level
updates �using the implicit approach� is then �Cr � Cc�� rather than �CrCc�� for the
current frontal matrix and each unassembled contribution matrix C� if the explicit
approach were used�


�	� Step �c� allocating memory for the ILU frontal matrix� In step
�c we allocate storage for the ILU frontal matrix shown in Figure ��	� Note that
as a result of the smaller ILU contribution matrix �relative to what it would have
been in a complete factorization�� the ILU frontal matrix size is always less than or
equal to the size of the corresponding complete LU frontal matrix size� Based on
the partitioning of the row and column level sets� the �incomplete� frontal matrix is
now partitioned into the pivot row� the pivot column� the reduced contribution block
�updates and assembly occur in this area�� and the �wing� area �the lightly shaded
area in Figure ��	�� No updates or assembly occur in the �wing� area and memory
need not be allocated for this part� The two�dimensional ILU frontal matrix work
array is once again of size s � t� Now� however� s � g �dc and t � g �dr � where �dc � dc
and �dr � dr are the reduced lengths of the pivot column and pivot row� respectively�

In the complete factorization implementation� we found that a growth�factor g of
two gives good results �storage and CPU time� on matrices from many disciplines�
As the value of g approaches one both storage and CPU time increases� Storage
increases because more fronts are formed� and more contribution blocks need to be
stored� CPU time increases primarily because smaller blocks are involved in the dense
BLAS computations� On the other hand� as g is set to values increasingly greater than
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two� fewer �and larger� fronts are formed allowing the level � and level 	 BLAS to
perform increasingly better� But� the amount of �ll�ins becomes greater� requiring
an increasing number of �oating point operations to do the factorization� and an
increasing amount of memory to store� The end result is once again increased storage
and CPU costs� For the ILU algorithm� an additional factor is the level tolerance
setting�

For a given tolerance setting� three factors in�uence the behavior of the ILU
algorithm as the parameter g �and� therefore� the size of the working array for the
front� is varied� Larger values of g encourages the formation of larger�sized fronts�
resulting in better performance of the level � and level 	 BLAS since larger�sized
blocks are involved� The algorithm then has a better mega�op performance� �Smaller
values of g have the opposite eect�� Inasmuch as a high mega�op performance rate
is desirable� we run into the following di�culties having to do with memory usage
and �ll�ins� The larger fronts typically leave behind larger unassembled contribution
blocks� The rate of absorption of unassembled contribution blocks into subsequent
fronts tends to be lower than in the complete factorization� This means that these
unassembled contribution blocks take longer to be assembled into subsequent fronts
resulting in higher memory usage� This problem can be especially severe for lower
values of the level tolerance� Finally� larger values of g and� therefore� larger fronts
generally mean higher levels of �ll�in� While true even in the complete LU algorithm�
in the ILU algorithm the eect can be more pronounced because of the following
eect� The number of pivots factorized within a given size of the working array in
the ILU algorithm is usually larger than for the same work array size in the complete
algorithm� This occurs because the size of the work array only needs to be large
enough to contain the reduced contribution block and reduced pivot column and row�
Thus� for a given work array size� the �seed� frontal matrix in the ILU case has more
room for extension than in the complete case� Fortunately� the �ll�in per pivot in the
front is reduced due to the smaller size of the contribution block for the ILU case� and
this reduction tends to lessen the eect of the increased number of pivots factorized
within a given front�


�
� Step �a� assembling into the reduced frontal matrix� The main
thrust of step �a in the incomplete algorithm is much the same as for the complete
algorithm� to assemble as many entries as possible from the prior unassembled
contribution blocks and the original matrix in an eort to free up as quickly as possible
the maximum amount of memory� This can be less eective in the incomplete case
than in the complete case because of the reduced size of the contribution matrix in
the incomplete factorization� The net eect is that unassembled contribution matrices
tend to stay around much longer as explained in Section ��	�


��� Steps �b and �c� degree and numerical updates� The approximate
degree update� step �b� is based on the reduced size of the contribution matrix� As
explained earlier� the numerical update of the reduced contribution matrix� step �c�
tends to involve smaller�sized blocks in the level � and level 	 BLAS� This can result
in higher overall CPU time to do the numerical updates�


��� Step �d� extending the frontal matrix� To eectively take advantage
of dense matrix kernels� and also to reduce the amount of memory used� the frontal
matrix is extended by searching for pivots within the reduced contribution matrix
�local pivot search�� The criteria for exiting the local pivot search loop are modi�ed
somewhat from what they are in the complete algorithm� A numerical failure is
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bypassed if it occurs less than a set number of times within a front �typically 	�� That
is� rather than allowing a local pivot failure due to the size of the pivot value being
too small� we replace the pivot value by some speci�ed value �typically ����� Kershaw
in ���� used this strategy to avoid pivot failures and�or the loss of positive�de�niteness
of the incomplete Cholesky factors� Our rationale for using it here is dierent since we
are not attempting to maintain positive�de�niteness in the ILU factors and the ILU
algorithm will not necessarily fail at this stage if we permitted a local pivot failure�
Our main concern is with memory usage� since the contribution block left behind �if
a failure is permitted� tends to remain allocated longer because of the slower rate of
assembly in the incomplete algorithm� If this kind of local failure is infrequent �as we
found for the matrices tested� the eect of replacing the small pivot value by some
larger value should have little eect on the quality of the preconditioner� The local
pivot search loop is exited if the length of the reduced local pivot column or row exceed
the size of the working area�


�� Step 	� �nal processing on the current front� The only dierence
between step 	 in the ILU code and complete code is the need to store the level set
information for the last local pivot� Note that the row and column level sets of the
last local pivot are the only pieces of level information that need to be saved from the
just completed front�


��� An example� Consider the unsymmetric matrix A� shown in Figure ����
Assuming that the pivots are chosen in sequence from the diagonal� Figure ��
 shows
the sequence of simple fronts� F� through F�� that are formed and factorized as the
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algorithm progresses� The bold�typed numerals indicate into which frontal matrix
the entries in the contribution blocks are assembled� For example� the entries in the
contribution block of F� labeled � and 
 are assembled into F� and F�� respectively�
A contribution matrix is deallocated when all its entries have been assembled into
subsequent frontal matrices� �We found doing garbage collection to reclaim the
assembled parts of a contribution block to be too expensive using our current data
structures� With some modi�cation to the data structures and code logic� this more
extensive garbage collection can be done�� Consequently� the entire contribution block
belonging to F� occupies storage until after the assembly into F� is done� The small
circles indicate the �ll�in entries�

Figure ��� shows the progression of frontal matrices formed and factorized using
an incomplete factorization� assuming the same choice of pivots �along the diagonal�
as for the complete factorization and a level tolerance of value one is used� The gray�
shaded areas indicate the parts of the contribution matrices that are dropped� The
numbers within the pivot rows and columns give the levels of the associated pivot
entry� For example� the entry at position ��� �� has level �� while that at ��� �� has
level �� These levels are computed using the formula in Equation ������ The bold�
typed numerals in the reduced contribution matrices once again indicate when the
entries are assembled�

The following observations can be made by inspection of Figures ��
 and ����
The number of �ll�ins has dropped from six to �ve because column four of the
contribution block of frontal matrix F� has been dropped in the ILU factorization�
Typically� less memory is required in the incomplete case for a given frontal matrix
because of the reduced size of the contribution matrix� Aggressive assembly in the
incomplete algorithm is hampered by the reduced sizes of the contribution blocks�
This is evident from the fact that� for example� the contribution block C� in the
incomplete factorization� is not fully assembled until after F	 is formed� while in the
complete factorization C� is fully assembled into F��

We should point out that the pivot sequence is usually dierent in the ILU
algorithm� making precise comparisons of memory usage and �ll�in between the
complete and incomplete algorithms di�cult� In addition� both memory usage and
�ll�in depend on the level tolerance setting� We would expect� though� that both the
number of �ll�ins and memory usage will increase as the level tolerance is increased�
We further discuss this issue in the next section when we present the results of the
numerical experiments�
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Table ���

Matrix Statistics

name n nz sym� cond�A� discipline comments

Pores� ��� ��	� 
���
 �����
� petroleum eng�
Mcfe 	�� ���� ���� �����
�� astrophysics radiative transfer
Orsirr� � ��	
 �


 ��� ��
� petroleum eng� ��� ��� � irregular grid
Saylr� ���� ����� ��


 � petroleum eng� ��� �� � �D grid
Gemat�� ���� ���� �

� � electric power linear program� basis
Sherman� �

� �

�� ��


 � petroleum eng� ��� ��� �� grid

�� Numerical experiments and results� We conducted several numerical
experiments to determine the quality of the incomplete factors when used as
preconditioners� The important measures of the quality of a preconditioner M

include the condition number and eigenvalue spectrum of the preconditioned matrix
�A � �A � M��A�� the norm of the remainder matrix R �R � M � A�� the CPU time
and storage costs to construct M � the cost per iteration to use M � and the rate of
convergence of the preconditioned system� Ideally� a good preconditioner will result
in a clustering of the eigenvalues of �A around a one or a few groups of values� and
the condition number of the preconditioned matrix �A being small �preferably of order
one�� In addition the norm�R� should be small� the closer to zero the better� A
good preconditioner should also be cheap to compute and cheap to use� and should
signi�cantly accelerate the convergence rate of the iterative algorithm� Simultaneously
obtaining two or more of these desired features in a preconditioner is di�cult at best
and is usually contradictory in nature� For example� a preconditioner that is cheap to
construct often does not accelerate the convergence rate as much as one might like�
The general goal in constructing preconditioners� therefore� amounts to balancing the
con�icting requirements of these quality parameters to suit the particular problem
class or computer architecture �or both��

���� The test matrices� We were guided in our choice of test matrices by three
considerations� We wanted to test problems from several disciplines� We needed to
choose matrices small enough to be able to compute inverses� condition numbers� and
eigenvalues� We had to use medium to large sized matrices to more clearly determine
the eect of the level tolerance on memory usage and CPU time� Table ��� gives the
set of small and medium�sized matrices on which we report results�

���� Numerical experiments information� We used a Sun SPARC station
�� for all experiments� The frontal growth�factor� g� was set to two� We used
the preconditioned conjugate gradient square iterative method �CGS� ���� with a
maximum of ��� iterations allowed for each run with a preconditioner� Convergence
is achieved if the relative ��norm of the residual is less than ���	 and the relative
error in the solution is less than ���
� Each of the runs used the same right�hand
side� For the smaller three matrices in Table ��� we were able to compute the ��
norm condition number of the preconditioned matrix and the Frobenius norm of the
remainder matrix�

The results are presented in Tables ��� through ���� Under the level column
an I means the unpreconditioned matrix� i�e�� M � I� The iters� column gives the
number of iterations before convergence was achieved ���� under this column means
that the conjugate gradient method failed to converge�� The cond�� �A� column shows
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Table ���

Numerical results for Pores�

level iters� cond�� �A� jjRjjF opcnt mem lunz fronts ftime stime ttime
��
� ��
� ��
� �sec� �sec� �sec�

I ���� �����
� 
�

 � � � � � � �

� ��
 �����
�� ��� ��
� � ���� 
�� ��� � � �
� ��
 �����
�� �����
� � ��
� ���� ��� � � �
� 	 �����
�� �����
� ���� ���
 
�� ��� ��� �� ���
� � ��	��
	 �	�� ��
� ���� ���� �� ��	 ��� ��
� � ���
 ����
��� ���� ���� ���� ��	 ��� ��	 ��

� � ��

 �����
�
 ���� ���� ���� ��� ��
 ��� �	�

Table ���

Numerical results for Mcfe

level iters� cond�� �A� jjRjjF opcnt mem lunz fronts ftime stime ttime
��
� ��
� ��
� �sec� �sec� �sec�

I � �


 �����
�� 
�

 � � � � � � �

� � �����
�
 �����
�� ��� ���� 	��� 	� ���� 
�	 ��
�
� � ����
� ��	��
�� ��� ���� 	��� �	 ��� ���
 ���
� � ���	 �����

 ��
� ���� 	��� �� ���
 
��� ��
�
� � ��

 ���� 	�� ���� 	�� �� ���� 
��� ����
� � ��
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� �� ���� 
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Table ���

Numerical results for Orsirr�

level iters� cond�� �A� jjRjjF opcnt mem lunz fronts ftime stime ttime
��
� ��
� ��
� �sec� �sec� �sec�

I ��� �����
� 
�

 � � � � � � �

� ��
 ��	��
� �����
� � ���� ���� �� � � �
� ��� �����
� �����
� ���� ��	� ��	
 �
� ���� ���� ����

� �� ��	��
� �����
	 ���� 	��� ���� � ��	� ���� ���
�  ���� �
� ���� 	��� ��
� �
 ���� ���� ���
� � ��
� ��� ��
�
 ���� 	��� ���� �	� ���� ��� ����
� � ��
 ��	 ��
��� ���	 	��� ���� �	� ��	� �� ���

Table ���

Results for the Saylr� matrix

level iters� opcnt mem lunz fronts ftime stime ttime
��
� ��
� ��
� �sec� �sec� �sec�

��� ��
 � � � � � � �
� �� ���	 ���� ���� �� ��� ���
 �	�

� � ��� ��	� ���� �	 �
�	 ��� ����
� � ��� ��� ���	 �� ��� ��� ����
	 � ���	� ���� ��
	 �� ��� ��� ���
 � �	�	� ��� ���� �� �	�� ��
 ���
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Table ���

Results for the Gemat�� matrix

level iters� opcnt mem lunz fronts ftime stime ttime
��
� ��
� ��
� �sec� �sec� �sec�

��� ��
 � � � � � � �
� �� ��	
 ���� ��� �� ���� ���� 	�
�  ��	 ���� ���� �� ��� �� ��	�
� � ��	� ���
 ��� ��� ��
� ��� ���

� � ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ���	 ���
	 � ���� ���� ���
 ��� ���	 �	� ��
�
 � ���� ���� ��� ��� ���	 ��� ���

Table ��	

Results for the Sherman� matrix

level iters� opcnt mem lunz fronts ftime stime ttime
��
� ��
� ��
� �sec� �sec� �sec�

��� ��
 � � � � � � �
� �� ��
� ���	 ���� ��� ���� �
�	 ����
� �� ����� ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� ����
� 	 �
��
 ��
� ���� ��
� ���	 �� ���
	 � ����� ��
� ���
 �� ���� ��� ����
 � ����� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����
� � ����� ���� ��
� �	
� ���� ��� ����

the ��norm conditioned number of the preconditioned matrix �this is also equal to
the ratio of the largest singular value to the smallest�� The Frobenius norm of the
remainder matrix is given in the column with heading jjRjjF � The total number
of �oating point operations required to carry out the incomplete factorization and
to solve the preconditioned system is given under the opcnt column� The memory
usage column� mem� shows the maximum amount memory �in bytes� used during the
incomplete factorization� The memory usage reported here includes the memory used
to store the L and U factors� The number of nonzero entries in the L and U factors is
given under the lunz column� The fronts column shows the number of fronts created
during the factorization �this is equal to the number of global �seed� pivots found��
The ftime� stime� ttime columns give the incomplete factorization time� the time to
solve the preconditioned system� and the total time �ftime plus stime�� respectively�

��	� Convergence rate� condition number and jjRjjF � In general� the rate
of convergence is exceptionally fast beyond level tolerances of two or three� Note
that for the three smaller matrices �Tables ��� � ����� both the condition number
and Frobenius norm of the remainder matrix �jjRjjF� also decrease rather rapidly
with increasing level tolerance� The decrease of jjRjjF with increasing level tolerance
supports the observation made in ���� that entries with higher levels tend to have
smaller numerical values�

��
� The eigenvalue spectrum� Figures ���� ��� and ��	 show the eigenvalue
spectrum for the unpreconditioned matrix and for three level tolerances for the three
smaller matrices� Note the rapid clustering of the eigenvalues around the value one
for progressively higher values of the level tolerance�
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���� Memory usage� The results reported for memory usage only concern the
real memory used� for a given matrix� the integer memory used varies very little with
variation of the tolerance level� The memory used includes internal fragmentation in
the unassembled contribution blocks since� as mentioned earlier� we do not attempt to
reclaim assembled regions of the contribution blocks� It represents the the maximum
amount of memory allocated for the input matrix� the LU factors� the current
frontal matrix working array� and the unassembled contribution blocks �with internal
fragmentation��

Obtaining consistently low memory usage for the ILU factorization is� perhaps�
the most delicate part of the ILU implementation� As explained earlier� the memory
usage is both a function of the growth�factor �g� and of the level tolerance� We show
the general pattern of memory usage as g is varied for a given value of the level
tolerance for the Mcfe matrix �Figure ���� and the Sherman� matrix �Figure �����
From these two �gures we see that the memory usage �uctuates as g is varied� but
tends to be larger both for values of g much less than � �Figure ���� and for values of
g much greater than � �Figure ����� This is as we would expect due to the interplay
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between g� the amount of �ll�in� and the sizes of the unassembled contribution blocks
discussed earlier� We chose g to be two in all of our experiments� Typically� the
memory usage is smaller for smaller values of the level tolerance� The dierence
between the memory usage for low and high values of the level tolerance is not as
signi�cant as we had hoped for �less than �� �� This is not entirely surprising since�
as we pointed out earlier� we expected the rate of absorption of the unassembled
contribution blocks to be lower than in the complete algorithm� In spite of this�
we had hoped that the reduced sizes of the contribution blocks in the incomplete
algorithm would have more than compensated for the lower rate of absorption�
We simulated the garbage collection to remove the internal fragmentation of the
unassembled contribution but this did not improve the situation� �Doing garbage
collection does� however� reduce the amount of memory required to do the incomplete
factorization from about ���� percent for all level tolerances��

���� CPU time� The two important components to the total time are the time
to do the ILU factorization to construct the preconditioner and the time to actually
solve the preconditioned system� The ILU factorization time is sensitive to the sizes
of the blocks used in the BLAS primitives and also to the amount of �ll�in� The
bigger the block sizes involved in the BLAS calls the more e�cient those calls are�
The average block size depends on the average size of the fronts formed during the
factorization� Consequently� for a given matrix� the smaller the number of fronts
formed the larger the average size of the BLAS blocks used and the higher the ILU
factorization mega�op performance� For all of the test matrices� the number of fronts
formed during the factorization typically decreases as the level tolerance value is
increased� This implies that� as far as the e�ciency of the level � and level 	 BLAS
�and mega�op rating� is concerned� higher level tolerances are preferable� But� the
ILU factorization time is also dependent on the number of nonzero entries in the L
and U factors and this increases as the level tolerance is raised� In addition� the per
iteration solve time of the CGS method increases for increased values of level tolerance
owing to the increased �ll�in and� therefore� the increased number of �oating point
operations per iteration�

To summarize� the dynamics of the level tolerance on memory usage and CPU
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time is such that to keep the memory usage low one needs to choose a low level
tolerance� The lower the value of level tolerance� however� the higher the ILU
factorization time� and the slower the convergence rate of the CGS algorithm� A
small value of the level tolerance will thus result in an overall higher CPU cost to
solve the system� as re�ected in the results in Tables ��� through ���� The lowest
total times to solve the system is always at the higher level tolerances� while the
smallest memory usage occur at the lower level tolerances�

�� Conclusions� We have shown that constructing preconditioners based on
a multifrontal incomplete LU factorization is feasible� These preconditioners are
generally of good quality on a wide range of problems based on the increased
convergence rate obtained when using them to accelerate the conjugate gradient
squared iterative algorithm� The major di�culty in constructing these preconditioners
is in controlling the memory usage� We were able to reduce the amount of memory
used by limiting the sizes to which the frontal matrices can grow and by avoiding
unnecessary pivot failures� Further reduction in the amount of memory used is possible
by doing garbage collection to reduce internal fragmentation in the unassembled
contribution block� However� the dierence in memory usage between the lower and
higher level tolerance settings is still only about � to �� percent� We attribute this to
the decreased assembly rate of unassembled contribution matrices�
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